
 

 

 

 

ASSISTIVE TECHNOLOGY SUPPORTS 

 FOR POSITIVE BEHAVIOR 
 

Assistive technology (AT) can provide needed supports to encourage and promote positive behavior 

while participating in every day activities. How children process sensory information can impact 

appropriate motor and behavioral responses. Some children may have difficulty remembering the 

sequence of the day or how to complete an activity. Others may not be able to adapt to new situations 

and have difficulty ‘reading’ and responding appropriately to various environmental signals. Children 

find it easier when routines are consistent so that they can anticipate what is going to happen.  

 

Sensory Integration Supports 

The information the body receives depends on five basic sensory systems: sight, sound, taste, smell and 

touch. As you observe young children you will notice that some materials act to soothe or stimulate the 

child’s senses. One child may be very motivated by a colorful toy but may stop interacting if it is paired 

with sound or music. Another may respond to moving pastel lights to relax and fall asleep. Each child is 

unique in her sensory preferences. 

 

Additional body-centered systems provide information which impact behavior: 

 Tactile: information about touch received through the skin  

 Vestibular Sense: information about movement, gravity and balance 

 Proprioceptive: information about body awareness and positioning 

 

When children have difficulty interpreting and organizing sensory input, they may avoid sensory input 

or seek out more sensory stimuli, which can impact behavior and appear inappropriate for a particular 

situation. AT supports are available to help children to better process the sensory information they 

receive. Although the need for such supports vary widely, the way in which some children process 

sensory information may make them unable to control their reactions, which results in a whole host of 

behaviors. Many children have difficulty in organizing sensory input. This can affect children in a single 

sense- just touch or just sight or just movement–or in multiple senses.  
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The following AT supports can help children to better integrate their sensory experiences and regulate 

their responses.  These supports often help children to be ‘ready’ for play and participation. 

 

 Deep touch/Proprioceptive 

o Weighted vests 

o Sensory Hugs 

o  Weighted Lap Pads  

o Arm and hand weights 

o Washable Weighted blankets 

o Body sock 

o Plush animals with fragrance and temperature features 

o Vibration devices 

 

 Vestibular/Proprioceptive 

o Floor and seat cushions 

o Swinging and rocking apparatus 

o Spinning equipment 

o Inflatable items 

 

(Search also for ‘sensory’ in mobility, positioning and Play for additional supports) 

 

Positive Behavioral Supports 

AT supports are available to help children attend and focus, to understand the length of an activity, 

what will happen next, how to “read” emotions, or to remember all of the various steps within an 

activity. Other supports focus directly on helping a child interact with others and follow routines.  The 

expanding world of mobile apps provides several customizable options to support positive behavior 

outcomes. 

 

Body Sock  

Inflatables 

Vibration  
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 Visual Supports 

Visual aids (objects, photos, or pictures) are a great tool for seeing and understanding. They allow 

children the time they need to process what they are being asked to do. They help set behavioral 

expectations, encourage positive behavior, improve independence, and increase both the 

comprehension and understanding of language. They help children understand the structure of 

consistent routines and schedules but also can visually show when changes will occur.  In some cases 

they are used to clarify the separate steps within a task. Overall, visuals remain the same to allow for 

practice overtime, allowing consistent experiences to be repeated.  Several app bellows offer a 

combination of uses. 

 

Visual supports are useful for: 

o Schedules, timetables and routines  

o Family rules 

o First-then routines 

o Rewards  

o Organizing the environment 

o Making choices 

 

Visual Support Apps: 

o iCommunicate  

o Choiceworks   

o First Then Visual Schedule  

 

 Timers 

A timer can relieve the burden of having to understand the concept of time and allow the child to focus 

on the participation activity at hand.  It can help a child understand how long to stay on a task or when 

to begin to transition to the next one. Graphical timers that reflect changing time are best, either as a 

physical timer or an app. 

 

http://www.visualaidsforlearning.com/ 

Choiceworks  
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Timer Apps:  

o Time Timer 

o Vis Timer  

 

 

 Understanding Emotions + Feelings  

Many young children do not respond to facial cues and emotions as they do not recognize their 

meaning. Sitting with a child in front of a mirror can help increase facial awareness. There are several 

supports that can help children develop this ability. As young children enjoy looking at other children, 

look for supports that offer photos of child faces expressing a variety of feelings. 

o Mirrors 

o Pictures and books 

o Pictures/photos of facial emotions 

 

Emotions Apps: 

o ABA Flashcards- Emotions  

o Bitsboards  

  

 Social Stories  

Social stories visually remind children of positive social behavior and prepare the child for new activities 

while reinforcing desired behavior.  They are short stories individualized to a specific child or situation. 

They help to improve a child’s behavior during transitions and when there are changes in routines and 

focus on relevant social cues and common responses. Any type of visual story acts as a pictorial 

reminder of expected behavior and should include examples of what the child does well. These stories 

are AT when they compensate for a child’s difficulty understanding the social context and behaviors 

that are appropriate within these contexts. There are several sources of pre-made social stories as well 

as apps that help you create your own. For infants and toddlers, stories are often told with photos, text, 

and voice recordings of the actual activities they participate in; often made into a talking picture book. 

 

Time Timer 

ABA Emotions 
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Social stories are helpful to: 

o support positive behavior when there are changes in routines. 

o encourage a child to complete specific tasks within an activity with less help or prompting. 

o reinforce or teach abstract concepts, such as first, then 

o break down multi-step tasks into smaller, more manageable parts. 

o focus on specific social skills such as turn taking, manners, looking for facial cues, etc. 

 

Social Story Apps:  

o My Pictures Talk 

o Social Stories Library 

 

 

 Video Modeling 

Research shows that skills and behaviors can be acquired faster with video modeling, partly because a 

child can focus better on a smaller visual area that on real world context and the ability to watch a 

targeted behavior over and over again, which limit the number of distractions and maintain attention. 

Modeling is used to teach a variety of skills, compliment giving, play skills, turn-taking, fitness skills, 

conversation skills (saying hello, joining in a conversation, saying goodbye) and life skills. Like social 

stories, there are pre-made videos available or programs to create your own. 

 

Video Modeling Apps: 

o iModeling 

o Video Scheduler 

 

 

 

Let’s Participate! Project 
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